
 

 
 

AIC Sport – Round 6 MARIST COLLEGE ASHGROVE 
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Rugby Results  

MARIST COLLEGE vs. Ambrose Treacy College – Saturday 5th June 
 

Team SLC  Villa Padua Iona SPLC/ATC SPC 

6A 12 – 19 Bye 0 – 19 7 – 28 10 – 15 24 – 12  

6B 15 – 5 Bye 0 – 10 29 – 0 19 – 19 24 – 7  

6C 41 – 7 vs. Iona 6C 
24 – 5 12 – 10 43 – 0 5 – 5 vs. SPLC 6C 

39 – 10  

6 Gold vs. Iona 6 Gold 
32 – 15 

vs. Iona 6 Gold 
21 – 12 

vs. Padua 6C 
0 – 36 

vs. Villa 6C 
14 – 53 

vs. SPLC 6C 
25 – 42 

vs. SLC 6C 
35 – 40  

        

5A 35 – 19 Bye 5 – 26 7 – 0 17 – 15 28 – 7  

5B 33 – 7 Bye 24 – 24 17 – 7 22 – 27 77 – 0  

5C 28 – 10 Bye 12 – 5 10 – 17 35 – 21 vs. SLC 5C 
35 – 14  

5 Gold 68 – 5 Bye 27 – 17 45 – 25 45 – 15 vs. SLC 5 Gold 
40 – 10  

        

Around the Grounds  

6A 
A wonderful comeback performance from Finn McGahan, who has finally overcome his injury, 
helped the boys control the game through some solid runs and timely passes. Clancy Barrett and 
Harry Bardon combined for over 10 turnovers at the breakdown and our loose forwards defended 
well for the entire match ensuring a much-deserved win for a resilient squad who has stuck 
together through some tough, close losses. Well done boys! One game to go. 
 
6B 
A shaky start to the game saw Ambrose Treacy take an early 7-0 lead, however a sharp refocus 
saw the Bs take control of the match to secure a 24-7 win. Depth and ball movement through the 
backs were key to scoring four unanswered tries; two by Harry Vickery, and one to both Sam 
Russo and Riley Hansel. A strong all-round team performance this week is a true representation of 
how hard the boys have been working this season. 
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6C 
The 6C boys played some really good attacking rugby on the weekend. They got the ball out to the 
wingers where most of the tries were scored. Although lacking in defence, the boys showed that 
they can win games comfortably without playing their best defensive footy. Big shoutout to Ethan 
Taylor and Jarvis O’Neill for filling in for St. Peter’s. 
 
6 Gold 
A tremendously high scoring game was the story of Saturday morning. The Marist boys slotted a 
few early tries and conversions to take a steady lead and stood strong through a relentless attack 
by Laurie’s. The boys showed incredible grit clawing themselves out of a huge hole to finish within 
5 points of Laurie’s. Special mention goes out for Jarvis O’Neill for another exceptional 
performance at the breakdown. 
 

5A 
In what is becoming a very bad habit, slow starters the 5As again left it to the second half to get 
the job done as against a dogged Ambrose Treacy. After watching a clinical performance from the 
MCA 5B side the boys thought that their game would follow in the same way, but it was not to be. 
With the scores locked at 7-7 the boys needed to go back to playing a simple brand of rugby, truck 
it up through the middle and then get the ball wide. The points eventually came and the 5As were 
comfortable victors, but again need to work on their first 10 minutes if they want the win against 
what will be a strong SPC opponent. 
 
5B 
The size and speed of the Marist 5Bs left severely outclassed Ambrose Treacy in their wake. A 
56-0 half time score line had the boys chasing a century but a refocussed ATC defensive line 
stemmed the tide in the second half. Special mention must be given to captain, Zaiden Cook, for 
his individual 30-point tally and three-try hero Connor O’Rourke for his barnstorming runs and 
hard-hitting defence. 
 
5C 
The Marist 5Cs took on St Laurence’s at home in a hard-fought game Marist ended up on top. 35-
14. Eoin Doyle was a stand-out and was awarded most valuable player on the field. The team 
worked very well together and it is fantastic to see some real improvements developing. 
 
5 Gold 
5 Gold found themselves up against a much stronger St Laurence’s team this week. Winning the 
early season encounter by quite a large margin there was a sense of confidence in the air, 
however after the first minute the boys realised this team had improved massively. The team 
pulled together and put up a fight to win the game 40-10. A special shout out has to go to Cody 
Bedford and Henry Sloman for their performances as well as Jack Martin for his team orientated 
performance. With one week to go we’re looking to finish the season undefeated. 
 
 


